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Using a comprehensive database of Taiwanese family-owned business, this study investigates chief ex-
ecutive officer (CEO) selection decisions in family-owned businesses. Our data sample is composed of
129 listed family businesses from 1998 to 2008. By employing theories of family-owned business suc-
cession and corporate governance, the study examines the influence of chairman of the board (COB) and
CEO duality, current CEO/family relations, and shareholding ratio of outside directors on CEO-selection
decisions in family-owned businesses. The results demonstrate that a family-owned business is more
likely to select an intra-firm member as the new CEO when the incumbent CEO is a family member.
Moreover, a family-owned businesses are prone to selecting new CEOs from external sources when the
shareholding ratio of outside directors is greater. Based on the findings, the study can contribute to CEO
succession research and family-business research in emerging economies.

© 2017 College of Management, National Cheng Kung University. Production and hosting by Elsevier
Taiwan LLC. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The objective of business-succession planning aims at a smooth
transition in the top management position. Within family-owned
businesses, CEO succession planning is complicated due to the
intertwining of management and ownership (Sharma, 2004).
Benson (1990) also found that only 30 percent of family businesses
succeed in subsequent generations. Both the family's needs and
business requirements influence the CEO succession decision. A
serious conflict arises when the interests of both parties are not
compatible. In addition, the business's stakeholders also exert a
great influence over succession decisions in which the family
business is a listed company. This implies difficulty in smooth
succession in family businesses.

Among the transition of top management positions, the CEO
succession decision is pivotal in family businesses. In fact, the
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process and result of CEO selection is a signal to business stake-
holders who are concerned about the stability, competitiveness,
and growth of the business. The essential issue for CEO selection is
related to the decision of whether candidates will be from inside or
outside of the family-owned firm. In other words, a family business
may confront a dilemma in deciding to choose from family mem-
bers or non-family members or an employee promotion or
recruited outside the firm when choosing the new CEO to meet
both the family needs and business requirements.

The reasons for an insider succession decision include an in-
crease in employee loyalty and the board of directors’ acquaintance
with the candidates. However, the major reason for an outsider
succession decision is the employment of a new leadership style
that may lead to transformation for the company. For example,
Delta Air Lines, the third largest U.S. airline, recruited Leo Mullins,
who has no prior experience in the airline business, to revamp
Delta Air Lines. The purpose in making such a decision was the
consideration of a new mindset and leadership style introduced
into the conventional airline business. Friedman and Singh (1989)
and Datta and Guthrie (1994) stated that the new strategic plan-
ning, organizational structure, and resources required of an orga-
nization may also follow the inauguration of a new CEO.

Corporate governance has played an important role in both
and hosting by Elsevier Taiwan LLC. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Definitions of a family business.

Author Definition

Dyer (1986, p.xiv) “It is an organization in which decisions regarding its
ownership or management are influenced by a relationship
with a family”.

Stern (1986, p.xxi) “A corporate owned and operated by members of one or
more families.”

Ward (1987, p.
252, p.252)

“The family business means that passed on for the family's
next generation to operate and control.”

Lansberg (1988, p.
2, p.2)

At least one member of a family has control or ownership in
a company.

Gallo and Sveen
(1991)

A family firm is the business owned by a family, and the
family members have majority of stock and enforce
managerial control over core of the management team,
making important decisions regarding the business.

Litz (1995) The concept of a family business has two perspectives. One
view is in terms of structure, families are involved in firm
ownership and management. Another view focuses on
management's intention to maintain or increase intra-
organizational family involvement.

1 The same family indicates a member of the board of directors with a spouse or
within the second relatives between a family hold at least 5 percent of the com-
pany's shareholding (Gomez-Mejia, Nunez-Nickel, & Gutierrez, 2001).
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family and non-family businesses. The CEO succession decision is
also one of the important research issues in corporate governance.
However, research on CEO succession decisions for family busi-
nesses is still scarce. A company's board of directors nominates,
appoints, and delegates a suitable CEO to manage the company.
Thus, the designated CEO has substantial influence over the com-
pany's performance by virtue of his or her decision-making in
strategic planning and responsibility in the company's strategy
implementation. Additionally, the board of directors has the au-
thority to decide the CEO's turnover. The constituents on the board
of directors play essential roles in management and control the
power of a company. Prior studies on corporate governance have
focused more on large companies, especially European and Amer-
ican companies; however, research has not paid much attention to
the investigation of small and family businesses located in
emerging countries. Due to the growing importance of corporate
governance in emerging economies, this study attempts to examine
CEO succession decisions for small and family businesses in
emerging countries from the perspective of corporate governance
to fill the research gap.

The purpose of this study is to investigate CEO succession de-
cisions in family-owned businesses and explore the factors that
influence these decisions by employing theories of business-
succession planning and corporate governance. Prior studies on
family-owned businesses were mostly survey based and used an
exploratory approach. The data that we collected are from a
comprehensive database of Taiwanese family businesses, providing
sufficient family-business data for this study. To fulfill the research
purpose, the study aims to answer the following questions. First,
does chairman of the board (COB)/CEO duality have an influence on
the succession decision in terms of insider-outsider choices? Sec-
ond, does whether the incumbent CEO is a family member affect
the succession decision? Third, is the shareholding ratio of outside
directors influential on the CEO succession decision?

The research questions in this study mainly pertain to the CEO
succession decisions of family-owned businesses for which data
have been collected in Taiwan. The reason that we choose Taiwan as
our research context is because Taiwanwas ranked in 20th place for
global-trade entities by the World Trade Organization (WTO) in
2014. In addition, more than 95 percent of Taiwanese enterprises
are small and medium enterprises (SMEs), and 80 percent of
Taiwanese enterprises are family businesses. According to statistics
from the Ministry of Economic Affairs in Taiwan, the total number
of SMEs in Taiwan exceeded 1.38 million in 2015, and 70 percent of
the total export value was from SMEs in 2015. As family businesses
play an important role in SMEs, they therefore make a substantial
contribution to the economic development of Taiwan.

2. Theoretical bases and hypotheses

2.1. Family business and succession-planning strategy

Family business has played a dominant role in the economic
development of most countries. From previous research, scholars
have made various elaborations regarding the definition of a family
business (shown in Table 1) and yet have not reached a consensus.
As stated by Beckhard and Dyer (1983), a family business is an or-
ganization family members influence decisions regarding its
ownership or management. Gallo and Sveen (1991) also stated that
a business being a family firm indicates that a family owns business
and that family members hold the majority of stocks and exert
managerial control over the management team in making impor-
tant business decisions. Scholars have mostly proposed that
dominant shareholding ownership and control power that family
members possess in a business define a family business. We thus
Please cite this article in press as: Luan, C.-J., et al., CEO succession decis
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conclude that a family business is usually governed by two prin-
cipal components: holding a greater proportion of the firm's equity
ownership and involving dominant managerial control power on
the business. The dominant equity ownership and managerial
control power constitute the difference between family-owned
businesses and non-family-owned businesses. In this study, we
define a family-owned business as members from the 1same family
holding more than two board director positions in a business,
which causes the weight of succession planning to be more
essential in a family business.

The exploration of succession planning in family business has
drawn scholars’ attention for decades. Researchers have high-
lighted that succession planning plays an important role in the
success of a family business, and good succession planning is
beneficial to the sustainability of a family business (Brockhaus,
2004; Ward, 1987). However, founders of family businesses tend
to ignore planning for business succession. As Kertesz and Atalaya
(1999) stated, approximately 70 percent of family business foun-
ders are reluctant to plan for succession ahead of time. Studies have
shown that less than one third of family businesses passed down
the control power to the next generation when the incumbent
chairman retired, and only a half of those family businesses con-
ducted succession planning for the third generation (Beckhard &
Dyer, 1983; Kets de Vries, 1985; Lansberg, 1988; Ward, 1987).

In addition, different types of successors may have an impact on
family businesses. Burkart, Panunzi, and Shleifer (2003) and Perez-
Gonzalez (2006) argued that non family-related CEOs perform
better than family-related CEOs. In contrast, an empirical study
conducted in the US which found that firms with founders from
family-related businesses as their CEOs outperform those from
non-family-related businesses. Additionally, the performances of
these family firms may decline dramatically when someone from
the next generation becomes the new CEO (Villalonga & Amit,
2006). Similar empirical studies were also conducted in Canada,
France, Germany, and the UK (Morck, Stangeland, & Yeung, 1998;
Bloom, Dorgan, Dowdy, & Van Reenen, 2007).
ion in family businesses e A corporate governance perspective, Asia
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2.2. Corporate governance in family-owned businesses

Corporate governance in family-owned businesses is different
from that in regular businesses (Brenes, Madrigal, & Requena,
2009). Family-owned businesses have different family cultures
and ambitions concerning business power control, which has an
impact on the composition of the board of directors. Non-family
members can participate as constituents of the board of directors
in a family-owned business. The composition of the board of di-
rectors in a family business has become more diversified due to
increasing competition in the business environment. From prior
studies, statistical data has shown that only 30 percent of com-
panies survive following inheritance by the second generation, and
only 10 percent of those inherited companies survive following
inheritance by the third generation. Furthermore, a majority of
companies are from family businesses in these surviving com-
panies (Ward, 2002).

The succession plan for family businesses is influential to the
firm's business life cycle (Brenes, Madrigal,&Molina, 2008). Brenes
et al. (2008) found that the board's composition depends on the
generation of the family and maturity stage of the company. Pre-
vious studies found that members of the board of directors may not
incorporate the first generation of familymembers while the family
business founder still dominates the business controlling power
(Brenes et al., 2009). As long as the family business founders still
possess dominant control power over their businesses, supporting
power from the board members may not be necessary. However,
family-owned business founders may start to incorporate their
descendants into becoming boardmembers when they plan to pass
down business-control power to the second generation (Brenes
et al., 2009). At that stage, the necessary strategy for those foun-
ders to maintain dominant business-control power in their families
is to arrange for family members to be on the board.

2.3. Corporate governance and the board of directors

The importance of corporate governance in family- and non-
family-related businesses arises from increasing business finan-
cial scandals across countries worldwide. Board members domi-
nate the managerial decision of companies. The board delegates
authority and responsibility to a CEO in governing and managing
the company. Therefore, the key role for the board of directors is in
the supervision of the top management team's performance.
Essential duties for the board of directors include approbating the
CEOs' policy makings, monitoring the company's performance, and
making decisions about CEO successors (Fama & Jensen, 1983;
Jensen & Linton, 1993).

Because the board of directors possesses the greatest power in a
company's decision-making and supervision, the board is respon-
sible for either profits or losses in a firm. By virtue of monitoring
performance of the top management team and exerting authority
over the CEO, the board is capable of reducing agency problems and
sustaining benefits for all shareholders (Fama, 1980; Williamson,
1983). In addition, previous studies indicated that the size of the
board of directors and equity ownership structure may have a great
impact on the effectiveness of the board's supervision and turnover
rate of the CEO (Denis, Denis, & Sarin, 1997; Weisbach, 1995). The
board of directors is more prone to choose a successor CEOwho has
similar values and characteristics to the board (Boeker & Ellstrand,
1996).

2.4. CEO duality and CEO-selection decision

CEO duality indicates that the chairman concurrently plays a
dual role as the CEO in a company. Features of CEO duality include
Please cite this article in press as: Luan, C.-J., et al., CEO succession decis
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reducing information asymmetry from top executives. If the com-
pany's CEO is different from the chairman, the CEO as a designated
role may screen the obtained information from the chairman or
board to maximize his or her own profit. Another feature of CEO
duality is efficiency in decision-making. CEO duality facilitates
decision-making and the implementation of corporate strategies
due to consistency in authority from ownership and management.
In addition, Brickley, Coles, and Jarrell (1997) stated that CEO
duality may reduce agency costs arising from monitoring costs for
position separation of the chairman and CEO. Due to the dual po-
sition, a CEOmay dedicate himself or herself to work andmaximize
profits for the company (Daily & Dalton, 1994).

However, duality may result in disadvantages, such as the
impairment of the board's independence. Previous studies have
shown that the board's independence is hindered when the CEO is
one of the board members (Dalton, Catherin, Elistrand, & Jonathan,
1998; Jensen & Linton, 1993; Kensner & Victor, 1996). Dahya, Lonie,
and Power (1998) also proposed that the CEO may prevent the
board from making CEO turnover decisions while filling the dual
position.

Duality helps the incumbent CEO have a better understanding of
identifying talented candidates for a new CEO successor within the
firm. In addition, to exert control power over the new CEO, the
incumbent CEO is more likely to select CEO candidates from in-
ternal talents. Specifically, in a family-owned business, the
incumbent CEO is also prone to choosing a family member as the
new CEO successor. Thus, we hypothesize the following.

Hypothesis 1. A family-owned business is more likely to select an
insider as the new CEO successor when the incumbent CEO holds a
dual position.
2.5. Family relation and CEO-selection decision

In family-owned businesses, the inherited control power of the
company has been emphasized more for decades. The transition of
control power from a family member to a non-family-member
professional executive is a challenging decision for family-
business founders. The misalignment of the founding family
members' interests and professional talents may result in conflicts
of interest. Barnes and Hershon (1994) stated that family members
may be more concerned about financial and “political” benefits in
family businesses. CEOs from family-owned businesses attempt to
maximize profit for the business andmaintain the family's interests
and control power. To maintain the family's control power and
interest, CEOs are more likely to select intra-firm members as new
CEO successors when the incumbent CEOs are family members. We
thus hypothesize the following.

Hypothesis 2. A family-owned business is more likely to select an
insider as the new CEO successor when the incumbent CEO is a
family member.
2.6. Shareholding ratio from outside directors and CEO-selection
decision

According to past research, a variety of factors may have sub-
stantial impacts on the CEO succession decision. These factors
include the board's independence, ownership structure, and com-
pany performance (Denis et al., 1997; Weisbach, 1995). To improve
a company's performance and the board's image of independence,
several companies have started to employ outside directors on the
board. The incorporation of outside directors into the board is
beneficial for a company to obtain professional suggestions and
ion in family businesses e A corporate governance perspective, Asia
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maintain the board's independence. Fama and Jensen (1983) found
that independent outside directors can provide more neutral sug-
gestions and bring a positive image to enterprises. Even if the board
chooses an insider as a new CEO candidate for maintaining the
company's control power (Zajac&Westphal, 1996), decisions made
by outside directors are still influential when they possess a greater
shareholding ratio in a company.

In this study, we propose that outside directors may prefer to
choose from outside rather than inside candidates. With a higher
shareholding ratio in the company, outside directors may put more
weight on the firm's performance. The board of directors may
prefer to recruit professional talent from an external pool rather
than employ a family member. Thus, we hypothesize the following.

Hypothesis 3. The greater shareholding ratio of outside directors
in a family-owned business is positively related to the selection of
an outsider successor.

We summarize our hypotheses in Fig. 1, which depicts the
overall research framework in our study.
3. Methodology

3.1. Data sample

Our data sample is collected from the Taiwan Stock Exchange
(TWSE) and Taiwan Economic Journal (TEJ) database from 1998 to
2008. The TEJ, which was founded in April 1990 in Taiwan, provides
accurate and reliable data on companies throughout Asia. The
database contains comprehensive information about all Taiwanese
publicly listed companies. We identified and employed a dataset
composed of 129 listed family businesses from 1998 to 2008. The
observation period was chosen because the financial crisis
happened in 2001 and may have resulted in changes of CEO turn-
over in the consecutive years.

To identify family-owned businesses from the TEJ database,
companies with shareholders from the same family aggregately
possessing a company's shareholding ratio over 10 percent were
selected as our data sample. Additionally, we collected each sample
company's succession arrangements from annual reports and press
releases to complement the shortage of succession information in
the TEJ. Family businesses with two or more CEO turnovers within
three years were excluded from our data sample. Therefore, the
final data sample included 129 observations.

3.2. Measures

3.2.1. Dependent variable
CEO-selection decision. The CEO-selection decision was

measured as the family-owned businesses selecting a successor
H1

H3

H2CEO Family 
Relation

Inside / Outside 
succession

CEO Duality

Shareholding Ratio of 
Outside Directors

Fig. 1. Research framework.
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either from within family members (i.e., insider) or outside family
members (i.e., outsider). The insider/outsider CEO-selection deci-
sionwas measured as a dummy variable (1 ¼ insider, 0 ¼ outsider).
The data were collected from publicly announced succession
events.

3.2.2. Independent variables
CEO duality is operationally defined as the chairman playing a

dual role as the CEO in a company and coded as “1”with duality and
otherwise “0.” CEO's family relation (i.e., CEO/family relation) in-
dicates the transition of control power from one family member to
another insider family member (i.e., successor). CEO's family rela-
tion was coded as “1” when a family member was designated as a
CEO and otherwise “0.” Data of CEO duality and CEO's family rela-
tion were collected from companies' annual reports. In addition,
Fama and Jensen (1983) stated, to improve the board's image of
independence, outside directors were employed as board members
in listed companies. Additionally, the percentage of outside di-
rectors among board directors varies among different companies'
corporate-governance practices. Hence, the shareholding ratio of
outside directors is decisive in a company's decision-making. The
ratio was measured by the shares of outside directors divided by
the total shares the board of directors in a company owns.

3.2.3. Control variables
We also incorporated three control variables in this research

model. Firm size implies the degree of difficulty and complexity of a
CEO's work. The larger a firm's size, the more the CEO's re-
sponsibility and capability is necessary to cope with the business
(Sierra, Talmor, & Wallace, 2004). Firm size was measured by the
companies' total assets in the year before succession. This study
also controlled for firm age. To measure firm age, we calculated the
duration between the founding and present year under study. In
this research, industry is also controlled. To control for differences
between industries, this study included the industry differences
measured by a dummy variable (1 ¼ electronic industry, 0 ¼ not
electronic industry).

3.3. Analysis

Our hypotheses relate to the influence of the COB and CEO
duality, the CEO/family relation, and the shareholding ratio from
outside directors on the CEO-selection decision in family-owned
businesses. We estimated that when the incumbent CEO is a fam-
ily member and holds COB and CEO duality and when the share-
holding ratio of outside directors is greater, these family-owned
businesses will be more likely to select CEO successors from in-
siders or outsiders.

Given the data structure, we tested the relationships between
various independent variables and the dependent variable by
employing logistic regression analysis. The structure of the data for
this study is longitudinal and includes the years from 1998 to 2008.
The control variables were incorporated into the regression
analysis.

4. Results

Tables 2 and 3 present the specifications used to estimate the
relationships between CEO duality, CEO/family relation, outsider
shareholding ratio, and the insider/outsider CEO succession deci-
sion. As Table 2 shows, the correlation result between CEO/family
relation and insider/outsider CEO succession decision
(coefficient ¼ 0.41, p < 0.001) is positively significant, whereas the
result between outsider shareholding ratio and insider/outsider
CEO succession decision (coefficient¼�0.26, p < 0.01) is negatively
ion in family businesses e A corporate governance perspective, Asia
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics and the correlation matrix.

Correlations Mean S.D. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.Insider/Outsider CEO 0.814 0.391 1
2.Firm size 6.613 0.557 0.14 1
3.Firm Age 26.357 11.601 0.16 0.36 *** 1
4.Industry 10.264 6.749 �0.08 0.09 �0.10 1
5.CEO Duality 0.287 0.454 0.04 �0.15 �0.09 �0.07 1
6.CEO/Family Relation 0.419 0.495 0.41 *** �0.11 �0.26 ** �0.20 * 0.16 1
7. Outside Directors' Shareholding 9.733 8.793 �0.26 ** �0.25 ** �0.25 ** 0.12 - 0.07 �0.06 1

N ¼ 129; ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05.

Table 3
Descriptive statistics.

Variables Yes (1)
(Number)

(%) No (0)
(Number)

(%) Total number

Corporate Governance CEO Duality 37 28.68% 92 71.32% 129
CEO/Family relation 54 41.86% 75 58.14% 129

Dependent variable Insider/Outsider CEO Succession 104 80.62% 25 19.38% 129
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significant. However, the correlation between the CEO duality and
insider/outsider CEO succession decision (coefficient ¼ 0.04) is not
significant. When comparing these two results, the coefficient of
CEO/family relation exerts a greater influence on the insider/
outsider CEO succession decision than does the outsider director
shareholding. As the data in Table 3 show, 28.68 percent of the
sampled firms have CEO/chairman duality among the 129 listed
companies, 41.86 percent of the sampled firms’ CEO successors are
family members, and 80.62 percent of the sampled firms prefer
insider CEO succession.

Table 4 demonstrates the logistic regression results of the hy-
pothesis testing. Control variables were tested in Model 1. The
regression result is shown from Models 2 to 4 and demonstrates
that a significantly positive relationship between CEO/family rela-
tion and insider CEO succession (b ¼ 1.043; p < 0.05). This result
supports Hypothesis 2 and additionally shows a significantly
negative relationship between outsider directors’ shareholding
ratio and insider CEO succession (b ¼ �0.057; p < 0.05). Therefore,
Hypothesis 3 is also supported. The unexpected finding is the
Table 4
Results of logistic regression analyses.

Dependent Variable: Insider/Outsider CEO Succession

Model 1

Control Variables
Firm Size 0.531

(0.456)
Firm Age 0.025

(0.022)
Industry �0.029

(0.346)

Independent Variables
CEO Duality

CEO Candidate's Family Relation

Outside Directors' Shareholding Ratio

Constant �2.318
(2.806)

Number of Observations 129
Wald Chi-square 5.09
�2 Log Likelihood 118.87

yp < 0.1 * p < 0.05 **p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001.

Please cite this article in press as: Luan, C.-J., et al., CEO succession decis
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relationship between CEO duality and insider CEO succession, for
which the result is not significant for Hypothesis 1.
5. Discussion

From a conventional perspective, CEO succession has been
viewed as an internal company issue. Prior research in succession
has been more focused on one dimension of succession or the ef-
fects of CEO succession. Research with two or more dimensions of
CEO succession is still scarce. We employed 129 Taiwanese listed
family firms to be empirically tested. The first dimension is the
relationship between the corporate governance and CEO succession
selection in family businesses. Variables of the corporate-
governance dimension include CEO duality, CEO/family relation,
and outside directors’ shareholding ratio.

The main objective in this research is to explore the relationship
between factors related to corporate governance and CEO succes-
sion selection in family firms. From our empirical findings, Hy-
potheses 2 and 3 are supported. The CEO candidate's family relation
Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

0.554 1.091* 0.413
(0.453) (0.536) (0.469)
0.026 �0.011 0.016
(0.022) (0.024) (0.023)
�0.028 �0.016* �0.022*
(0.035) (0.040) (0.036)

0.361
(0.532)

1.043*
(0.521)

�0.057*
(0.025)

�2.606 �6.002y �0.746
(2.816) (3.212) (2.928)

129 129 129
5.56** 5.13* 10.26**
118.39 88.90 113.69

ion in family businesses e A corporate governance perspective, Asia
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has a positive effect on CEO succession selection for family firms
that prefer insiders as successors. These family firms may arrange
for family members to be employed by the company before the
succession, which provides a greater opportunity for family firms to
be involved in business operations and occupy key positions in
these firms. When the incumbent CEO retires, one of the family
members will be selected as the new CEO. This result corresponds
to Zajac andWestphal’s (1996) argument that the board of directors
prefers to choose a familiar internal candidate to avoid an
information-asymmetry problem.

Another result shows that outside directors' shareholding ratio
is negatively related to insider/outsider CEO succession, indicating
that businesses with greater outside directors’ shareholding ratio
would rather choose an outsider as the CEO successor than an in-
sider. A corporate board generally includes outside members who
act as arbitrators in disagreements among internal managers and
conduct tasks that involve serious agency problems (Fama &
Jensen, 1983). Most outside directors are either managers of other
corporations or important decision agents in other organizations.
Their value of human capital is on their performance as internal
decision managers (Fama & Jensen, 1983). These outside directors
thus have the incentive to develop reputations as experts in deci-
sion control and use their directorships to signal their decision
expertise. To maintain their independence and expertise in
decision-making, outside directors may prefer outsiders to insiders
to be CEO successors.

6. Conclusion

Family business has played a dominant role in the emerging
economy. However, owing to the difficulty in smooth succession in
family businesses, only a small percentage of family businesses
succeed in the next generation. For a smooth transition in the top
management position and success in family business, the CEO
succession decision is essential. Instead of investigating the con-
sequences of the CEO succession decision, this study examines
factors that may have a substantial influence on CEO succession
decisions in family-owned businesses. The main reason is that
previous studies have been mostly focused on post-succession
outcomes regarding the issue of CEO succession. Drawing on the-
ories of family-owned business succession and corporate gover-
nance, we employed factors such as COB and CEO duality, the
current CEO's relation to the family, and shareholding ratio of
outside directors in our researchmodel, andwe tested for effects on
CEO succession decisions. The results demonstrate that a family-
owned business is more likely to select an insider as the new CEO
when the incumbent CEO is a family member. Moreover, a family-
owned business is prone to select a new CEO from outside of the
family when the shareholding ratio of outside directors is greater.

We conclude several managerial implications in this study. First,
a majority of businesses in Taiwan are family businesses that have
confronted the CEO succession problem in recent years. Due to the
intertwining of management and ownership power in family
businesses, the transition of the top management position is
essential and complicated. In this research, we found that a family-
owned business is more willing to select an insider as the new CEO
when the incumbent CEO is a family member. Stewardship within
family members is a key driving force behind succession decisions
made by incumbent CEOs from a conventional family-business
perspective. Additionally, the reduction of monitoring costs could
be another key driving force behind succession decisions. From the
perspective of transaction costs, the governance structure a busi-
ness chooses must be cost containment. The selection of an insider
as the new CEO successor indicates that the board of directors
anticipates fewer monitoring costs for the insider, which provides a
Please cite this article in press as: Luan, C.-J., et al., CEO succession decis
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different theoretical perspective. Second, as mentioned before,
outsiders may provide a new leadership style and lead to a com-
pany's transformation. The research finding indicates that a family-
owned business is more likely to select a new CEO from outsiders
when the shareholding ratio of outside directors is greater. From a
corporate-governance perspective, to protect stockholders' rights
and interests and reduce the information asymmetry problem, a
family-owned business must employ outside directors to not only
balance the management and control power but also introduce a
new leadership style to the company. Finally, this study predicts a
positive relationship between CEO/COB duality and insider CEO
succession selection; however, the result is not significant and in-
dicates a neutral preference for the selection of an insider/outsider
CEO successor. This might imply a lack of succession planning on
the part of the business owing to the dominant management and
control power possessed by the CEO duality. The incumbent CEO
has not yet planned to hand over the management and control
power to the successor. Another implication of the CEO duality that
is notable for investors is stability in the top management team,
which indicates that a transition in the top management position
will not occur in the near future.

This study also provides new insights contributing to CEO suc-
cession literature and family businesses in the emerging economy.
For example, when foreign investors come from the West to the
East, corporate-governance structures such as CEO/family relation
and the shareholding ratio of outside directors are good indicators
to justify their investment decisions in family businesses. However,
a limitation of this study is that only the quantitative data-
collection method is used. The various research methods used,
such as the incorporation of qualitative case analyses, may enrich
the outcomes for this research. Further investigation for case ana-
lyses of family businesses can be expected in the near future.
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